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Upgraded Sonshine's IT to allow for remote work for

non-frontline staff, virtual modalities of service

delivery, meetings, communication, etc.

Development of Pandemic Policies

Engaged in research on the emerging issues and

needs resulting from the pandemic

Increased cleaning and sanitization protocols

As many other organizations and communities, Sonshine has faced

challenges and risks related to COVID-19. In March 2020, Sonshine adapted

and adjusted its programs and operations to guarantee continued service

delivery to our clients in the safest manner



For women and children fleeing domestic

violence, the pandemic has amplified risk

factors, removing the social protective

factors that were in place, including basic

need supports, connection with friends

and/or family. 

Furthermore, feelings of fear, anxiety, and

feelings of depression and isolation have

increased as structure, routines,

consistency and predictability have been

disrupted.

Research indicates that compared to

adults, this pandemic may continue to

have increased long-term adverse

consequences on children and

adolescents (Shen et al., 2020). The

nature and impact depend on

vulnerability factors. 

Impact on Clients



100% of Residential Clients reported that the

pandemic impacted their finances. Mental

health has also been impacted for 84% of

clients.

 

 

 
Compared to the same period in 2019, between

March and December 2020 the Community

Counselling Team provided 300 more hours of

counselling to 8 less clients.

83% of Sonshine residential clients  report an
increase in feeling overwhelmed, isolated,

depressed, anxious, and stressed 

During the months of March and April 2020,

residential counsellors fielded a 33%

increase in requests and contacts  from their

clients



"THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC SWEPT IN AND, FOR A
TIME, SWEPT US UP! 

ALL STAFF MEMBERS ROSE TO THE CHALLENGE
AND MOVED QUICKLY TO PIVOT, ADAPT,
INVENTORY COMMUNITY RESOURCES AVAILABLE
AND STILL SUPPORT CLIENTS IN THE BEST WAY.

I AM HUMBLED BY THE LEVEL OF COMMITMENT
SHOWED BY OUR STAFF, AND GRATEFUL FOR THE
OPPORTUNITY TO WALK ALONGSIDE THIS GREAT
TEAM EVERY DAY"

Access to community partners and partner
organizations decreased as many had to shift
their operations and/or close

Face-to-face meetings and activities are
drastically reduced and when possible
replaced by virtual communication

All client's groups have been suspended and
moved to either an online format or delivered
on a one-on-one basis

The Volunteer Program has been on hold for
most of the past 10 months

With COVID-19 self-isolation directives in
place, it has been challenging to have a full
contingent of staff available at all times

IT upgrades were accelerated by the need to
have non front-line staff work from home

Dr. Joy Johnson-Green, Executive Director

Impact on the 
Organization



Between March and December 2020, the Residential Children's

staff prepared and delivered to residential children a total of

247 bags, filled with age-appropriate activities and family

friendly games.

Chromebooks were purchased and wifi access guaranteed

in all suites to allow children and youth to continue their

schooling during school closures

A bi-weekly delivery of fresh produce, frozen dinners and

boxed lunches have provided residential clients with basic

needs help for the past 10 months

Thinking out of the box

Staff shared their learnings with the 

Calgary Domestic Violence Collective and delivered a webinar

on Children's Mental Health during COVID.



Your support during the
pandemic has kept our
clients safe, healthy, and
cared for.

Sonshine was able to deal with the challenges of the

COVID-19 pandemic thanks to the support of funders,

partners and all levels of Government.

We recognize the support Sonshine received from:
 

 The Government of Alberta

Women's Shelter Canada on behalf of the Government of Canada

The City of Calgary

Calgary Foundation

United Way of Calgary

Greene Family Foundation

Nickle Family Foundation

Rotary Club at Heritage Park

Centre Street Church

Southview Alliance Church

YYC Growers

and many individual donors who gave generously to make sure that no woman or child

was turned away



As an organization, Sonshine has learned that
within a pandemic there are still things we can
control...

 
What we focus on

 
What we think about

 
What we listen to

 
Our attitude

 
Our gratitude

 
Our work and effort

 
What we build

 
What we create

For more information:

P: 403-705-3485

E: mercolessi@sonshine.ca

 

www.sonshine.ca


